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WavesWhy Are There Tides ?

• Earth and Moon relative motion



WavesIntroduction
• Relationship to moon known for centuries

• Accurate understanding facilitated by               
Newton’s laws of motion

• Energy in tides 

– Power generation

• Changing tides  
– Earth’s rotation slowing 

• 350 M years ago: 

• 1 year = 410 days 1 day = 22 hrs

– Moon’s orbit rising ~ 4 cm / yr 

• Even with modern computers and satellite 
observations tidal cycles determined empirically



Waves
Earth and Moon Relative Motion

• Earth spins relative to 
sun every 24 hours

• Earth rotates relative 
to the moon every 24 
hours and 50 minutes

• Why?
• Moon moving around 

Earth relatively slowly
– Completes a rotation ~ 

each 29.5 days (month)



Waves

An earth day is a 24-hour period: the time it takes 
for the earth to rotate 360° on its axis.

The lunar day or tidal day is 24 hrs and 50 mins.

Earth and Moon Relative Motion



Waves
• Does not rotate directly around equator

• Axis of rotation differs from equator by 

~ 28.5 degrees

Earth and Moon Relative Motion



WavesTide Generating Forces

• The forces that produce tides are:
– Gravitational attraction (gravity)
– Inertia (momentum)

• Gravitational force easily understood:
Gravity Force = G *(Me*Mm) / r2

Where G is universal gravitational constant
Remember: this is different from g 
(earth’s gravitation acceleration)

• Force of gravity on Earth’s side close to moon 
larger than force on side further from moon

• Rotational inertial of the Earth equal 
everywhere on Earth’s surface 



WavesTide Generating Forces

• Tides are produced by the difference 
between gravity and earth’s inertia

• Gravity varies with location but inertial 
force constant on the earth’s surface



WavesTide Generating Forces

• Inertial force is the tendency for an 
object to continue current motion 
(maintain constant speed and direction)

• This inertial force is equal on both sides of 
the earth within the plane of rotation 
because the earth wobbles around the 
center of mass of the earth moon couple

• As the earth wobbles around the center of 
mass the same inertial force is produced 
on both sides of the earth



WavesTide Generating Forces

Because the center of mass of the couple is not in 
the center of the earth, the inertial force is equal 
on both sides of Earth within the plane of rotation 



Waves
Earth’s wobble around the center 
of mass of Earth - Moon couple



WavesBalance of Forces
(Gravity vs Inertia)

Excess 
gravity
force

Excess 
inertial 
force
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Tide Generating Forces

Difference between gravitational force 
and inertial force on both sides are equal



Magnitude of Tidal Forces

• Small relative to earth’s gravitational 
pull at earth’s surface 

• About 0.003 % of Earth’s gravitational 
force

• Tide generating forces proportional to 
1/r3 equations derived in text (on p. 36)



Equilibrium Tide Theory

• Simplest explanation of tidal motion

• Uses simplifications to understand tidal oscillations
• Accounts for some tidal characteristics (but not all)

• Assumptions:
– Earth covered with water of infinite depth
– Tide waves progressive (not standing) waves
– Ocean in equilibrium with tide generating forces

• Given assumptions tidal oscillations relatively simple

– Two highs two lows 
– Of equal height each tidal day



Complications of 
Equilibrium Tide Theory

• Moon does not rotate in Earth’s plane of rotation

• Declination 28.5 degrees 

• This complication alters magnitude of tidal highs 
and lows each tidal day

– Tropic tides

• When moon at greatest declination (from 
equator) maximum height diurnal variation

– Equatorial tides

• When moon above equator,  highs and lows of 
equal height

• Note: highs / lows theoretically equal at equator  



Equatorial Tides



Tropic Tides



Inclination



Equilibrium Tide Theory: 
Sun / Moon Motion Complications

• Sun and Earth interactions the same as 
those between Earth and Moon

• Magnitude of solar tide generating 
smaller though roughly 46%

• However, solar tidal day is only 24 hours

• Interaction between sun and moon 
produces spring and neap tides



Spring and Neap Tides

Quadrature

Syzygy



• Longer term variation in tides due to shifts         
in earth-sun distance and declination

• Example: Cromwell, England
– Neap tide

height 3.5 m
– Spring tide 

height 5 m
– Astronomical 

Tide 6.5 m 
(in 6580 AD!)

Equilibrium Tide Theory: 
Astronomical Complications



Equilibrium Tide Theory - Summary

• Can account for 2 highs and 2 lows each 
tidal day,  with variations in heights away 
from equator

• Can account for spring and neap tides



Three Types of Tides



Types of Tides

• Diurnal - 1 high 1 low each tidal day

A diurnal tidal cycle is a cycle with only one high and low 
tide each lunar day. The tidal period is 24 hours and 50 
minutes and indeed twice as long a the semidiurnal cycle. 



Types of Tides

• Semidiurnal - 2 highs & 2 lows each tidal day

A semidiurnal tidal cycle consists of two nearly equal high 
tides and two nearly equal low tides within the lunar day. 
The tidal period is 12 hours and 25 minutes.



Types of Tides

• Mixed - 2 high’s 2 low’s of unequal 
height each tidal day

A mixed semidiurnal tidal cycle has two high and low tides 
with different sizes each lunar day. The height difference 
between successive high (or low) tides is the diurnal inequality.



No Absolute Tide Type Divisions
Character 
determined by 
ratio of diurnal 
and semidiurnal
Oscillations

F = ΔD / ΔS

D = Diurnal 
magnitude
S= semidiurnal 
magnitude F > 3 diurnal dominant

F< 0.3 semidiurnal dominant



Dynamic Tide Theory
• Accounts for more 

of the tidal patterns 
observed on Earth

• More complete and 
accurate theory 

• Newton’s laws of motion do not adequately 
account for the tides observed in most places

• Reasons: 
– Boundary effects: Land mass friction
– Bottom effects: Slowing wave speed
– Coriolis force: Deflection



Tidal Waves

• Direct tides generally 
above 65 degrees

• Indirect tides generally 
below 65 degrees, where 
tidal waves lag moon’s 
forcing because they are 
shallow water waves

• Below 26 degrees the 
tides lag the position of 
the moon by 90 degrees C = 3.1*(depth)½

C = (4000) ½ * 3.1 

~ 200 m/sec 



Tidal Wave Motion

• Most tide waves are progressive waves

• Water motion in tides waves entirely 
horizontal because they are shallow 
water waves 

• Motion influenced by coriolis force 
away from the equator



Tidal Wave Motion

Wave 
motion

Water motion



Amphidromic Systems
• Amphidromic points: Also called tidal nodes, are                 

geographical locations with zero tidal amplitude.

• Cotidal lines: 

Link points 

along shared       

tidal period                                                                             

(same lag to 

wave crest)

• Corange lines:   

Link points with 

same tidal range 

Wave 
direction



Global Amphidromic System 
With Cotidal and Corange Lines



M2 tide 
(principal semidiurnal lunar)



Tides – Ecological Effects

• Benthic 
Invertebrates 
dessication, settlement    

predation, spawning

• Continental Shelves

transport, mixing


